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**Abstract**

In the marine environment agar degradation is assured by bacteria that contain large agarolytic systems with enzymes acting in various endo- and exo-modes. Agarase A (AgaA) is an endo-glycoside hydrolase of family 16 considered to initiate degradation of agarose. Agaro-oligosaccharide binding at a unique surface binding site (SBS) in AgaA from *Zobellia galactanivorans* was investigated by computational methods in conjunction with a structure/sequence guided approach of site-directed mutagenesis probed by surface plasmon resonance binding analysis of agaro-oligosaccharides of DP 4–10. The crystal structure has shown that agaro-octaose interacts via H-bonds and aromatic stacking along 7 subsites (L through R) of the SBS in the inactive catalytic nucleophile mutant AgaA-E147S. D271 is centrally located in the extended SBS where it forms H-bonds to galactose and 3,6-anhydrogalactose residues of agaro-octaose at subsites O and P. We propose D271 is a key residue in ligand binding to the SBS. Thus AgaA-E147S/D271A gave slightly decreasing $K_D$ values from 625 ± 118 to 468 ± 13 μM for agaro-hexaose, -octaose and -decaose, which represent 3–4 fold reduced affinity compared to AgaA-E147S. Molecular dynamics simulations and interaction analyses of AgaA-E147S/D271A indicated disruption of an extended H-bond network supporting that D271 is critical for the functional SBS. Notably, neither AgaA-E147S/W87A nor AgaA-E147S/W277A, designed to eliminate stacking with galactose residues at subsites O and Q, respectively, were produced in soluble form. W87 and W277 may thus control correct folding and structural integrity of AgaA.
Introduction

After the discovery of a secondary binding site in pig pancreatic α-amylase in 1966, understanding of structural and functional implications of such surface binding sites (SBSs) has until recently progressed very slowly.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^5\) Now, however, SBSs are identified in numerous crystal structures which, coupled with technical advancements in biophysical and biochemical characterization,\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^4\) enabled attribution of SBSs with roles in i) directing substrate into the active site,\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^10\) ii) disentanglement of substrate polysaccharide chains,\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^11\)-\(^14\) iii) allosteric modulation of activity,\(^15\)\(^,\)\(^16\) iv) processive polysaccharide depolymerisation,\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^13\) and v) enzyme adherence onto storage and/or structural polysaccharides in plants and microorganisms.\(^17\) Still, details on SBSs involvement in function of glycoside hydrolases (GHs) on the molecular level are lacking behind which obviously hampers biotechnological exploitation of the SBS concept.

The marine bacterium \textit{Zobellia galactanivorans} is a model organism for the increasingly recognized microbial conversion of algal biomass.\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^19\) The genome of \textit{Z. galactanivorans} encodes four GH16 β-agarases (EC 3.2.1.81), AgaA, AgaB, AgaC, and AgaD, which cleave internal β-1,4-galactosidic linkages in agarose producing agaro-oligosaccharides (Fig. 1).\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^20\)-\(^23\) Crystal structures are available of catalytic domains of AgaA (PDB id: 1O4Y),\(^20\) its catalytic nucleophile mutant AgaA-E147S (PDB id: 1URX),\(^11\) AgaB (PDB id: 1O4Z, 4ATF)\(^20\)\(^,\)\(^18\) and AgaD (PDB 4id: ASM),\(^18\) but not of AgaC. AgaA and AgaB have comparable activity towards agarose gels. By contrast, AgaB is much more effective than AgaA in hydrolyzing agaro-octaose and shorter oligosaccharides.\(^20\) In the inactive mutant AgaA-E147S, the poor substrate agaro-octaose occupied 7 subsites (L – R) in an SBS running parallel to the active site cleft, which accommodates the reducing-end agaro-tetraose moiety of agaro-octaose at subsites –1 through –4.\(^20\) Notably, agaro-decaose occupied eight subsites (L – S) in the SBS (Fig. 2). The binding to the SBS was unusual and not obtained for the AgaB and AgaD structures. AgaB thus has agaro-octaose bound at the active site, but no ligand at the area...
equivalent to the SBS in AgaA, although both enzymes appear to have a very similar concave cavity.\textsuperscript{11} Binding of agaro-octaose at the SBS in AgaA therefore appear to depend on specific amino acid residues rather than the SBS architecture.\textsuperscript{11} Notably, amino acid residues in the SBS of AgaA are not conserved among β-agarases.\textsuperscript{11,24}

Based on the AgaA-E147S-agaro-octaose complex, the SBS was previously proposed to participate in unwinding double helical polysaccharide chains in agarose prior to hydrolysis of a single chain at the active site.\textsuperscript{11,20,22} So far protein engineering of β-agarase, however, has focused on improving activity and thermostability and did not explore the importance of amino acid residues in the SBS of AgaA.\textsuperscript{25,26}

GH16 is a large enzyme family that harbors a wide diversity of substrate specificities (www.cazy.org/).\textsuperscript{27} Expanding structural and functional insight on GH16 endo-β-agarases motivated the present investigation of the molecular interplay of agaro-oligosaccharides and the AgaA SBS. Focus is on the roles of three residues W87, D271 and W277 situated at the center of the long SBS crevice. Site-directed mutagenesis, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis, molecular dynamic simulations (MD) and molecular modeling all support a key role of D271. The AgaA-E147S/D271A mutant showed reduced affinity for agaro-oligosaccharides, while the alanine substitution of either W87 or W277, together creating a carbohydrate binding platform at the center of the SBS, hampered recombinant production of these AgaA variants suggesting a critical role also for the AgaA structural integrity.

Materials and methods

Computational methods and structural setup

The crystal structure of the inactive catalytic nucleophile mutants AgaA-E147S-agaro-octaose complex (PDB id: 1URX)\textsuperscript{11} and free AgaB-E189D (PDB id: 4ATF)\textsuperscript{18} were subjected to structure-
based sequence alignment, mutant modeling and ligand interaction mapping using the “Prepare Protein” tools in Discovery Studio 4.0. Briefly, alternate conformations for five amino acid residues (M36, E54, R57, M185 and S200) in 1URX and nine amino acid residues (V65, S95, E99, T148, I159, E184, V210, H214 and V249) in 4ATF were removed and side chain conformations optimized, followed by hydrogen atoms being added using the CHARMM forcefield. To mimic physiological states and optimizing the structures for further analysis, protonation of ionizable residues at appropriate pH (7.0) was included applying the “Calculate protein ionization and residue pK” protocol.

Biochemical methods

Mutagenesis, heterologous expression, and purification

pET-20b carrying the gene encoding the catalytic nucleophile mutant of the catalytic module AgaA-E147S, was purified (GeneJet Plasmid Miniprep kit, Fermentas) from Escherichia coli DH5α (Novagen) and transformed into E. coli Origami B (DE3) pLys (Novagen) by electroporation (Micropulser; Bio-Rad) followed by selection on Luria-Bertani (LB) agar plates supplemented with 100 μg ml⁻¹ ampicillin, 15 μg ml⁻¹ kanamycin, 34 μg ml⁻¹ chloramphenicol, and 12.5 μg ml⁻¹ tetracycline. The AgaA-E147S gene was subjected to site-directed mutagenesis (QuickChange kit; Stratagene) in the pET-20b vector according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (primers are listed in Supplementary Table S1) and transformed into E. coli DH5α followed by selection (as above). Mutations were verified by sequencing (Eurofins MWG Operon, Ebersberg, Germany) and plasmids were transformed into E. coli Origami B (DE3) pLys (as above) for heterologous expression. E. coli Origami B (DE3) pLys transformants were grown in LB medium (4 × 500 ml, 37 °C, 18 h), harvested (3000 g, 10 min, 22 °C), resuspended in 100 ml M9 medium (see below) and used to inoculate M9 medium (4 L) supplemented with 1% (w/v) glucose, 2 ml L⁻¹ trace elements,
100 μg ml⁻¹ ampicillin, 15 μg ml⁻¹ kanamycin, 34 μg ml⁻¹ chloramphenicol, and 12.5 μg ml⁻¹ tetracycline (5 L Biostat B bioreactor, B. Braun Biotech International). Glucose (50% w/v) supplemented with 10 ml L⁻¹ trace elements³² was used as carbon source during the fed-batch phase.

The culture was propagated at 37 ºC until OD₆₀₀ 8–12, followed by lowering the temperature to 20 ºC and inducing expression by addition of isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to 100 μM. pH 7 was maintained by addition of 28% (w/v) ammonia; temperature, foam, and dissolved oxygen tension were controlled automatically. After 16–18 h cells were harvested (5000 g, 30 min, 4 ºC) at OD₆₀₀ 16–20 and stored at −20 ºC. Cells were resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 0.35 M NaCl, 10 mM imidazole pH 8 (1/10 of the culture volume), lysed (Pressure Cell Homogeniser; Stansted Fluid Power) at 4 ºC, treated with benzonase nuclease (Invitrogen) 30 min at RT, and centrifuged (20000 g, 30 min, 4 ºC). The supernatant was filtrated (0.45 μm Durapore membrane filters; Millipore), applied to a 1 ml HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare) at a flow rate of 1 ml min⁻¹ and eluted by a linear imidazole gradient (0–0.5 M) in the above buffer. Fractions containing enzyme were pooled, dialyzed against 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, applied to 1 ml ResourceQ column (GE Healthcare) at a flow rate of 0.5 ml min⁻¹, and eluted by a linear NaCl gradient (0–1 M) in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5. AgaA-E147S was prepared as described previously.¹¹ Purity was checked by 12% SDS-PAGE and protein concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically using a theoretical molar extinction coefficient ε₂₈₀ = 93850 cm⁻¹ M⁻¹.¹¹,²⁰

**Surface plasmon resonance**

AgaA-E147S and -E147S/D271A were buffer-exchanged by dialysis into 10 mM sodium acetate pH 4.5 and 5.5, respectively, prior to amine coupling to 1664–2056 RU (resonance units) onto CM5 chips (GE Healthcare) for SPR analysis (BIACore T100, GE Healthcare). Sensorgrams (RU vs. time) were recorded at 25 ºC in running buffer (10 mM MOPS, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% surfactant...
P20, pH 7.5) at a flow rate of 10 μl min\(^{-1}\) with 50 or 100 s contact time (depending on the expected affinity) followed by 150 s dissociation, and baseline-corrected by subtracting data from a parallel flow cell without enzyme. \(K_D\) was calculated (eq. 1) from RU values obtained with 15 μM–1 mM agaro-tetraose, -hexaose, -octaose and -decaose (15 μM–2 mM agaro-tetraose for AgaA-E147S) by steady-state affinity fitting (BIAcore T100 evaluation 2.0.3; GE Healthcare):

\[
R = \frac{R_{\text{max}} \cdot [\text{Ligand}]}{[\text{Ligand}] + K_D} \quad (1)
\]

\([\text{Ligand}]\) is the oligosaccharide concentration and \(R_{\text{max}}\) the maximum binding capacity in RU. The stoichiometry was calculated (eq. 2):

\[
\text{stoichiometry} = \frac{R_{\text{max}} \cdot MW_{\text{protein}}}{MW_{\text{Ligand}} \cdot R_{\text{immobilized protein}}} \quad (2)
\]

\(R_{\text{immobilized protein}}\) is the protein immobilized in RU. Analyses were conducted in triplicates. \(\Delta G^\circ\) differences were calculated (eq. 3):

\[
\Delta G^\circ = -RT \log_{10} \frac{K_{D1}}{K_{D2}} \quad (3)
\]

\(K_{D1}\) and \(K_{D2}\) is the dissociation constant for the highest and lowest obtained \(K_D\) for a particular agaro-oligosaccharide.

The agaro-oligosaccharides were produced and purified as in Allouch et al.\(^1\)

**Results and discussion**

Agaro-octaose binds to the SBS in the AgaA-E147S crystal structure facilitated by a tightly nestled H-bond network and several aromatic stacking interactions. The H-bonding involves N82, Q85, N89, Q96, Q98, and D271 (Fig. 3A) and four aromatic residues W87, Y106, Y202 and W277 participate in face-to-face and edge-to-face interactions with galactose residues in agaro-octoase (Fig. 3B). AgaA and AgaB share the same architecture at the SBS, however, binding was not observed at the area equivalent to the SBS on AgaB. The residues involved in binding the agaro-
octaose are not conserved in AgaB (Supplemental Fig. S1),\textsuperscript{11} and the MD showed that this results in only one H-bonds being formed and steric clashes at subsite M, N, O, Q and R (Supplementary Fig. S2). Thus, binding of agaro-octaose at the SBS in AgaA seems to depend on specific amino acid residues rather than the SBS architecture.

BLAST analysis using full-length (539 amino acid residues) \textit{Z. galactanivorans} AgaA (GI: 503761450) as query identified 30 proteins having 20.1% or higher sequence similarity from the NCBI non-redundant database. Multiple sequence alignment of these 31 GH16 homologs including \textit{Z. galactanivorans} AgaA (GenBank acc. nr. WP 013995526.1) indicated W87 and W277 of the stacking aromatic residues (Fig. 3B) to be conserved as tryptophan, tyrosine or phenylalanine whereas none of the direct H-bonding residues were conserved (Supplementary Fig. S3). Mutational analysis thus comprised AgaA-E147S/W87A, -E147S/W87R, -E147S/D271A, -E147S/W277A, and -E147S/W277R. Notably, AgaA-E147S was recombinantly produced as before in rather modest amounts of about 1 mg/L\textsuperscript{22} and for AgaA-E147S/D271A 0.5 mg/L was obtained.

The AgaA SBS has been suggested to mediate unwinding of double helical agarose chains\textsuperscript{11} and/or dissociation of agarose fibers\textsuperscript{22} during catalysis. Here focus is turned to explicit details of conformation and possible ligand contacts of amino acid residues by applying a sequence/structure analysis approach to further investigate the AgaA SBS architecture. Unfortunately, loss of the central aromatic platform by W87A, W87R, W277A or W277R mutations probably caused severe misfolding as judged by lack of an AgaA-sized mutant band in SDS-PAGE (data not shown). Thus W87 and W277 appear critical for the conformational integrity, which was substantiated by the effect of W87 and W277 substitutions on stability calculated based on the AgaA-E147S structure\textsuperscript{11} using two web-based servers; mCSM\textsuperscript{33} and DUET.\textsuperscript{34} Remarkably, this \textit{in silico} analysis showed that replacing either W87 or W277 by any other amino acid destabilized AgaA as estimated by differences in calculated Gibbs free energy ($\Delta\DeltaG$; kcal/mol) between AgaA-E147S and the mutants.

\textsuperscript{11}This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
Severe destabilizing energy was predicted by both mCSM (−2.9 kcal/mol) and DUTE (−2.8 kcal/mol) when W87 was substituted with alanine (W87A). However, when W87 was mutated to arginine (W87R), the predicted change in folding energy by mCSM (−1.3 kcal/mol) and DUTE (−1.2 kcal/mol) was less drastic (Table S2). Similar trends were observed when W277 was subjected to either alanine (W277A, −2.9 kcal/mol) or arginine (W277R, −1.7 kcal/mol) substitutions (Table S3). Cases of a tryptophan residue critical in folding have been reported for other proteins,35-38 hence loss of AgaA structural integrity may be compatible with a folding defect or mismatched hydrophobicity35 in the AgaA-E147S/W87A and AgaA-E147S/W277A SBS mutants.

The importance of D271 situated in the center of the long SBS and its H-bonding with agaroctaose at subsites O and P (Fig. 3A, B) was assessed by AgaA-E147S and -E147S/D271A analysis of complex formation with agaro-tetraose, -hexaose, -octaose and -decaose using SPR and two-parameter Langmuir fit. AgaA-E147S gave $K_D$ from 2.9 ± 1.4 mM for agaro-tetraose, and $K_D$ gradually decreased with increasing oligosaccharide DP to 92.5 ± 9.8 μM for agaro-decaose (Fig. 4A; Table 1). The stoichiometry (ligand molecules bound per enzyme molecule) concomitantly decreased from 1.15 to 0.52 (Table 1). AgaA-E147S/D271A showed 3–4 fold lower affinity than AgaA-E147S for agaro-hexaose, -octaose and -decaose, but a similar decrease in stoichiometry from 1.05 to 0.69 (Table 1). Surprisingly, agaro-tetraose bound 8-fold more strongly to the D271A mutant yielding $K_D = 488 ± 54$ μM (Fig. 4A; Table 1). From the structure of AgaA-E147S-agaroctaose, a stoichiometry of two is expected when the SBS and active site are both occupied. However, while $K_D$ values were determined using ligand concentrations up to 1 mM, 4 mM agaro-octaose and 10 mM agaro-dodecaose were used for crystallization11 and these concentrations may even be higher due to evaporation during hanging-drop crystallization. It is likely therefore that the agaro-oligosaccharides are not bound at the active site in the SPR analysis as the D271A mutation
affects affinity for all agaro-oligosaccharides (Table 1) and the SPR sensorgrams (Fig. 4B) do not show a two-state binding or dissociation as would have been expected for multiple binding sites with significantly different affinity. Notably, it is not uncommon that the SBS, as compared with the active site, has the highest affinity for the substrate.\textsuperscript{10,14,39,40}

Only agaro-tetraose is visible at the active site in AgaA-E147S occupying subsites $\text{\textminus}4$ through $\text{\textminus}1$ (Fig. 2A), and the un-modeled tetrasaccharide part of agaro-octaose extends further towards the non-reducing end and is speculated to be required for optimal binding at the active site.\textsuperscript{11} This is in agreement with AgaA primarily releasing agaro-hexaose and -tetraose when incubated with agarose suggesting that the short agaro-tetraose, which is not a substrate, is also not accommodated in the AgaA active site.\textsuperscript{22} Thus while D271 is clearly important for binding of agaro-hexaose, -octaose and -decaose at the SBS, this is not the case for agaro-tetraose binding. By contrast, D271 seems to suppress binding, as the AgaA-D271A mutant improved agaro-tetraose interaction at the SBS. As reported in the literature the present stoichiometry above 1 indicates that two agaro-tetraose molecules can bind to the SBS in AgaA-D271A.\textsuperscript{3}

A model of AgaA-E147S/D271A was calculated using AgaA-E147S as template to assess the influence of this SBS mutation on the binding mode of agaro-octaose. Firstly, to further elucidate the role of D271 and impact of D271A on the protein conformation, AgaA-E147S-agaro-octaose was superimposed with a computed structure of AgaA-E147S/D271A-agaro-octaose (see Supplementary Methods) which yielded an RMSD of 0.90 Å over 268 $\alpha$-carbon atoms. Notably, a positional shift of the indole ring of W87 in AgaA-E147S/D271A-agaro-octaose led to loss of stacking interaction with the D-galactopyranose ring at subsite O (Supplemental Fig. S4A). Secondly, substitution of the negatively charged and polar D271 with the smaller and non-polar alanine resulted in loss of the H-bond between D271 and subsite O (Supplemental Fig. S4B). Furthermore, changes in side chain orientations of Q96, Q98, and I275 at subsites N, O, and P were
observed to accompany the alanine substitution at D271 (Supplemental Fig. S4A; B) and resulted in loss of two crucial H-bonds between Q96 and Q98 and the ligand at subsites O and M, respectively, in the AgaA-E147S/D271A-agaro-octaose complex. However, two new H-bonds would form between agaro-octaose and N89 at subsite Q (2.8 Å) and K127 at subsite R (3.3 Å) in the part of the SBS that binds the reducing-end ligand segment in AgaA-E147S/D271A (Supplemental Fig. S4B). We speculate that such reorganization contributes to the remarkable increase in affinity for agaro-tetraose by the D271A mutation that amounts to ΔG° of 4.4 kJ mol⁻¹ (Table 1). This energy difference corresponds to gain of a weak hydrogen bond for each of the proposed two bound agaro-tetraose molecules. For agaro-hexaose through agaro-decaose the smaller binding energy loss due to the D271A mutation is equivalent to lack of one hydrogen bond (Table 1). It is noteworthy, however, that the ΔG° for agaro-hexaose is half of the loss for agaro-decaose (Table 1), suggesting that agaro-hexaose spans subsites M through R with the loss of a H-bond near the reducing end to Q98 in the AgaA-E147S/D271A complex being less severe than for agaro-octaose and agaro-decaose. This possibly reflects the importance of H-bonds in orientating the longer agaro-oligosaccharides at subsite L.

Moreover, the changes elicited by AgaA-E147S/D271A influenced ligand showing a calculated slight lateral shift in the position of the agaro-octaose at both the reducing and the non-reducing ends (Supplemental Fig. S4A). This shift in addition to loss of aromatic interactions caused agaro-octaose to form only five H-bonds with the SBS in AgaA-E147S/D271A (Supplemental Fig. S4) compared to seven in AgaA-E147S (Fig 3B). At the non-reducing end of agaro-octaose bound to AgaA-E147S/D271A, N82 Nδ makes two H-bond contacts, one with O3 of 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose at subsite L, and one with O4 of the D-galactose at subsite M. Notably, however, compared to the AgaA-E147S-agaro-octaose complex, calculated lengths of these two H-bonds were reduced to 2.9 Å (Supplemental Fig. S4B) from 3.0 and 3.2 Å, respectively (Fig. 3A). Despite
this reduction in H-bond lengths in AgaA-E147S/D271A-agaro-octaose at subsite L, loss of crucial H-bonding of Q85, Q96 and Q98 with agaro-octaose at subsites M, N, and O in AgaA-E147S/D271A due to increased distance to the carbohydrate (Supplemental Fig. S4B) may reduce the overall binding affinity, consistent with SPR results (Table 1). Towards the reducing end in AgaA-E147S/D271A-agaro-octaose, N89 interacts with O4 and O6 of D-galactopyranose at subsite Q via two H-bonds of 3.0 and 2.8 Å, rather than just one determined for AgaA-E147S-agaro-octaose. It is remarkable that as a consequence of the D271A mutation in AgaA-E147S/D271A, the sigma-π stacking interaction involving a centrally located D-galactopyranose ring and W87 was lost due to disruption of the hydrophobic microenvironment to which it belongs. Additionally, backbone shifting of W87, Q96, Q98, and I275, made the SBS more open in AgaA-E147S/D271A compared to AgaA-E147S (Supplemental Fig. S4B). This destabilizes the interaction between residues in AgaA-E147S/D271A and agaro-octaose hence binding more loosely in agreement with the decreased affinity determined by SPR (Table 1). In previous studies, focusing on H-bond forming ability, it was suggested that perturbed H-bonds may affect substrate binding affinities, turnover, and the kinetically preferred reaction pathway.\textsuperscript{41-44} Therefore, it is not surprising that loss of H-bond network interactions by the single point mutation D271A impairs binding affinity. It is noteworthy that only a single hypothetical protein from \textit{Aquimarina agarilytica} among the 30 AgaA homologous enzymes in the multiple sequence alignment (Supplementary Fig. S3) has aspartic acid at same position as D271 (AgaB has I335), indeed suggesting unique properties of AgaA SBS. Other aligned enzymes have proline, serine or threonine at this position (Supplementary Fig. S3). Thus, D271 in AgaA is a critically positioned residue that is essential for part of the spatially extended H-bond network at the concave face of AgaA SBS and which can confer the bacterium a competitive advantage while populating its habitat niche.
Conclusion

Collectively, the functional importance of selected SBS residues in GH16 β-agarases was disclosed using the AgaA structure (1URX) in a systematic structure/sequence based comparative analysis. The significant D271 situated at the center of the AgaA SBS and engaged in an extended H-bond network was identified and its functional importance is confirmed by an integrated biophysical-computational characterization indicating that mutation of D271A reduced binding affinity for longer agaro-oligosaccharides, but not for agaro-tetraose that gained affinity possibly as a consequence of the altered H-bond network. The present study outlines a plausible mechanism of how D271 participates in substrate binding at the SBS. This includes to serve as an anchor that interacts with the bound substrate and to help orienting and stabilizing the AgaA SBS structure achieving an optimized microenvironment contributing aromatic and hydrophobic interactions; a well-known feature in protein-carbohydrate complexes. Indeed, the spatially adjacent W87 and W277 create a hydrophobic cluster that seemed critical for maintaining the overall fold of AgaA. These results provide the first insight into the molecular basis for divergent substrate binding behavior in GH16 β-agarases and show that residues in the SBS of AgaA establish an important H-bond network that can be considered in future structure-based design of GH16 β-agarases and possibly also of other structurally related GH16 enzymes.
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Table 1 Binding parameters for four agaro-oligosaccharides determined by SPR analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Agaro-tetraose</th>
<th>Agaro-hexaose</th>
<th>Agaro-octaose</th>
<th>Agaro-decaose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AgaA-E147S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_D$ (µM)</td>
<td>2.9 ± 1.4*</td>
<td>266.4 ± 7.2</td>
<td>128.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>92.5 ± 9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoichiometry**</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgaA-E147S/D271A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_D$ (µM)</td>
<td>488 ± 54</td>
<td>625 ± 118</td>
<td>468 ± 13</td>
<td>476 ± 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoichiometry**</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ΔG^\circ$ differences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ΔG^\circ$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = Unit in mM; ** Ligand molecules bound pr. enzyme molecule

Figure legends

**Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of agarose and β-agarase cleavage sites.** Alternating 3,6-anhydro-α-L-galactose and β-D-galactose disaccharides, the unit of agarose, A) showing potential cleavage sites for β-agarases and B) the products formed as a result of the hydrolysis.

**Fig. 2. Global overview of superimposed β-agarases AgaA and AgaB.** (A) Crystal structures of AgaA (1URX; white) and AgaB (4ATF; green) depict the similar structural morphology of these enzymes. Active site and surface binding site representation of AgaA and AgaB co-crystallized with agaro-octaose bound to the active site in AgaA (only the agaro-tetraose moiety at the reducing end is seen; yellow) and the SBS (yellow), whereas eight sugar moieties of agaro-octaose (black) in
AgaB occupy the active site and no ligand binds to the concave surface binding site area. Subsites of the active site are labelled. (B) Close up of the SBS cavity of both AgaA and AgaB with agaro-octaose bound to AgaA SBS. Figures were generated using DS4.0 visualizer.

**Fig. 3. Analysis of the agaro-octaose interactions in the SBS of the AgaA.** (A) Interactions of AgaA SBS amino acid residues within 5 Å area of the bound agaro-octaose in the SBS. (B) Aromatic interactions of AgaA SBS amino acid residues within 5Å area of the bound agaro-octaose in the SBS. AgaA residues are shown with off-white color. Agaro-octaose in the SBS is shown in yellow color carbon. All the amino acid residues and bound ligand are in stick model and numbering is according to their PDB structure (PDB ID 1URX). Conventional H-bonds are shown with dotted green lines and distances of these interactions are in Å. Blue surface represents edge-to-edge whereas orange surface shows edge-to-face aromatic interactions.

**Fig. 4. Binding of AgaA-E147S and -E147S-D271A to four agaro-oligosaccharides as investigated using surface plasmon resonance.** (A) Binding of AgaA-E147S with agaro-tetraose (▲), agaro-hexaose (●), agaro-octaose (■), and agaro-decaose (♦), and AgaA-E147S/D271A with agaro-tetraose (△), agaro-hexaose (○), agaro-octaose (□), and agaro-decaose (◊) in triplicates. B) Representative sensorgrams for AgaA-E147S with 500 µM agaro-tetraose (red), agaro-hexaose (green), agaro-octaose (blue), and agaro-decaose (black), and AgaA-E147S/D271A with 500 µM agaro-tetraose (dark red), agaro-hexaose (dark green), agaro-octaose (dark blue), and agaro-decaose (grey). Association time were 50 or 100 s and dissociation was 150 s (not shown for all ligand concentrations).